Characterization and development of rotational behavior in Helisoma embryos: role of endogenous serotonin.
Cilia-driven rotational behavior displayed by embryos of the pond snail Helisoma trivolvis was characterized in terms of its behavioral subcomponents, developmental changes, and response to exogenous serotonin. Rotation was found to be a complex behavior characterized by four parameters; rotational direction, rotation rate, rotational surges, and periods of inactivity. These parameters all exhibited characteristic developmental changes from embryonic stage E15 through stage E30. Notably, both rotation rate and frequency of rotational surges increased from stage E15 to E25 and declined to an intermediate level by stage E30. It appeared that the developmental increase in overall rotation rate was caused primarily by an increase in surge frequency, rather than an increase in the rate of nonsurge rotation. Immersion of embryos inserotonin-containing pond water resulted in a dose-dependent, reversible increase in rotation rate as well as a dose-dependent, reversible decrease in surge frequency. The serotonin antagonist, mianserin, abolished the excitatory effect of exogenous serotonin. Furthermore, application of mianserin alone reduced rotation rate and virtually abolished rotational surges. Taken together, these pharmacological results suggest that endogenous serotonin is responsible for generating rotational surges. Given that early embryos contain only a single pair of serotonergic neurons (Goldberg and Kater, 1989) during the stages when rotational surges are expressed, these results also prompt the hypothesis that these neurons, embryonic neurons C1, act as cilioexcitatory motor neurons during embryonic development.